breeze

A beautiful day on the beach... Azure skies, the warmth of the sun, a light wind in your hair and the gorgeous hues of blue offered by the sea. Like its name, Breeze brings all of these delights together in a fresh, youthful fabric line with a light, airy blue as its predominant color. Splashes of pale pink add a pretty, feminine feel and white and navy blue bring depth through different hues to Zen Chic’s newest fabric line.

The motifs of the fabric patterns offer large scale prints as with the use of multi-colored circles. These can be used in the borders of a quilt, the backside of a quilt or perhaps with a project like a fun and beautiful bag. The line also uses medium scale geometrics like stripes and sashiko stitching motifs. Small scale motifs make wonderful blenders that go very well with other fabric collections as well.

always keep a little beach day in your heart

ZEN CHIC

ZC BLQP / ZC BLQPG
BLUE LABYRINTH - 60" x 60"

Dottie Circles - 1690 13
Fine Lines - 1692 13
Scattered - 1695 15
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First collection – Juggling Summer in 2011

First time you saw your name on the selvage – I was jumping up and down, and was absolutely over the moon!

Favorite Quilt Market memory – I love meeting and visiting with all the other designers and the Moda team members, we are like a family. I also love seeing so many familiar faces. We hug, connect, chat, inspire each other and get input on everything from business to life. That’s my favorite memory of every Quilt Market.

Favorite pre-cut – It’s the Layer Cake because of its versatility.

Years sewing and quilting – I started sewing at the age of 6 but was only sewing clothes. Finally, at the age of 40, I learned about quilting.

Who taught you to sew – My grandma.

Dottie Circles - 1690 15

Big Dots - 1691 16

Fine Lines - 1692 15

GROOVIN - 65” x 65”
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Mochi Linens - 1692 17L

Fine Lines - 11692 17L

Fine Lines - 11692 19L
ZEN CHIC RAYONS

BY ZEN CHIC

• 4 Prints  • 54" 100% Rayon

NOVEMBER DELIVERY

Breeze - 1680 21R

Breeze - 1680 22R

Blooming - 1680 16R

Blooming - 1680 18R

Free Pattern - colettepatterns.com/catalog/free